
Yr5 S4 (Programming) – Hopscotch  

  Logical Reasoning / Procedures / Design / Write / Debug  

Creating a Game – Bumps, Scoring, Countdown, Graphical controls 

To carry out any activity correctly whether in real life or using computers we 

need rules. In computing these rules are called algorithms.  

You are now going to build on your previous experience in the use of Hopscotch 

to create a game.  

These are key terms that you have already come across during computing. 

 Inputs / Variables  

 Instructions or Rules  

 Sequences  

 Outputs  

 

In computing a sequence is a set of instructions called an Algorithm which has 

inputs and outputs. 

You should have already used WeDo to create sequences and control models.  

Applications (software programs) can be used for recreation (games), help with 

everyday activities, (word processing, calculations) help us to model and 

simulate real life things or control and monitor things in the home and in 

industry.  

 

You are now going to continue to use 

Hopscotch which will allow you to create 

code and help with the understanding of 

structured programing. You will add 

backgrounds, move characters, add 

messages, scores and countdowns and check 

for bumps all under your control!  

The Challenge: 

Create a game. A Gorilla has to collect bananas as he runs across a field to 

score. You could choose another character and things to collect. 



Task 1 – Move a character (sprite) by using on screen controls 

 When up and down arrows on the screen are tapped the Gorilla 

travels up and down. 

First we need to create a new project.  
 Launch Hopscotch, select ‘Create’ then ‘Blank Project’. 

Add a character (sprite) 

 Select + top right. You should see Characters (sprites) to 

choose from, I picked a Gorilla , you can pick what you like. 

 Move your character down to the bottom left off the screen 

Add the control arrows  

 Select + top right. From the sprite list select text then emojis and 

pick the up and down arrows and position bottom left of the screen. 

 
Get you Sprite Moving (create an ability (procedure) for ‘walk’) 

 We want the sprite to walk around a set distance when the arrows are tapped 

and change its pose so it looks like it is walking. 

 Tap on your sprite and + Add a new rule. 

 Add a new rule for your character  ‘when character is tapped’ and pick the up 

arrow icon. 

 We have to set up our own Walk Up ability. 

o Create a new ability (My Abilities +)  and call it 

‘init_walk up’, tap on the pencil icon by walk. 

o Select movement 

 Change Y by 25 

o Select Looks and Sounds or apearance 

 Change Pose 

o Select Control Flow 

 Then Repeat Times 5 

 Tap the X top left or Play to see the results, your sprite should move up when 

you press the up arrow. 

 To make your sprite move down -  repeat what you have just done but make the 

following changes.  

 Add a new rule for your character  ‘when character is tapped’ and pick the down 

arrow icon. 

o Create an ability called init_walk down and change Y by -25 

 

If you have been successful your sprite will walk up and down when the up 

and down arrows are tapped.  

 

 



Task 2 – Adding a background 

Set the background: This can be done by choosing either text or a sprite 

adding a rule that moves it around the screen whilst leaving a trail colour.  

Add the sky 

 Select the edit screen ‘edit’ button top right.  

 Tap the ‘+’ button top right. 

 Select text and type in background. The word 

‘background’ should now appear on the screen.  

 Tap the word ‘background’ drag bottom left and add 

a rule.  

 Select, ‘When the play button is tapped’ or Project Started  

 Select Movement and set speed . Set the speed to 9999999999 

 Select Drawing and Leave a trail colour, select width 3001, colour it blue. 

Select play, you should now see a whole screen blue background. How do you think 

this has happened. 

 

Add the Sun 

 Tap the word ‘background’ and modify the rule for 

drawing the sky. 

 Select Movement and Set position. Set X to 800 and Y 

to 600 

 Select Drawing and Leave a trail colour, select width 

300, colour it yellow. 

 Select Movement and Move Forward  1 

 Select play, you should now see the sun. 

 

Add the grass 

 Tap the word ‘background’ and modify the rule for drawing the sky and sun. 

 Select Movement and Set position. Set X to 0 and Y 

to 150  

 Select Drawing and Leave a trail colour, select width 

300, colour it green. 

 Select Movement and Move Forward  1200 

 Select play, you should now see the grass. 

 

Get rid of the word background from appearing on the screen 

 Tap the word ‘background’ and add a rule.  

o Select ‘Looks and sound’ or Appearance 

o Select Invisibility  and set to 100%  (why100% ?) 



Task 3 – Make it look as though the Gorilla is running down a road 

collecting bananas. 

 

Add a tree 

 Select + top right. You should see Characters (sprites) to choose from,  pick a 

tree. 

 Add a new rule for your tree  ‘when the play button is tapped’ or 

when project is started 

 Select Looks & Sounds , or Appearance Set Size shrink by  20% 

 
Make it look as though the tree is moving backwards 

 Add a new rule for your tree  ‘when the play button is tapped’ or when project is 

started 

 Select Movement and set speed . Set the speed to 100 

 We have to set up a move backwards ability. 

o Create a new ability (My Abilities +)  and call it ‘init_move backwards’, tap 

on the pencil icon by walk. 

o Select movement 

 Set Position to X 1000 , Y 500 

o Select Looks and Sounds or appearance 

 Set invisibility to 0 

o Select movement 

 Set Position to X -1000 

o Select Looks and Sounds or appearance 

 Set invisibility to 100 

o Select Control Flow 

 Then Repeat Times 4 

 Press play and see what happens. The tree should be 

moving backwards giving the impression that the gorilla is moving forwards. 

 

Make the bananas appear 

 Select + top right. You should see Characters 

(sprites) to choose from,  pick text then emoji 

and select the banana. 

 Add a new rule for your banana  ‘when the play 

button is tapped’ or when project is started 

 Select Movement and set speed . Set the speed 

to 1000 

 Select Movement and set position. Set X random 

350 to 925 and Y random 50 to 272 

 



Make the bananas appear continued… 

 

 Select Looks and Sounds or appearance 

 Set invisibility to 0 

 Select movement 

o Set Position to X -1000 

 Select Looks and Sounds or appearance 

o Set invisibility to 100 

 Select Control Flow 

o Then Repeat Times 100 

 Press play and see what happens. The bananas should be moving randomly across 

the grass. 

 

Make the bananas disappear if they hit the gorilla 

 Add a new rule for your banana 

 Select ‘When’ , then Bumps.  

 Now select the Gorilla and Banana and your to add to 

to the when statement.  

 Select ‘Looks and sound’ or Appearance 

 Select Invisibility  and set to 0%  (why 0% now ?) 

 

Score how many bananas the Gorilla grabs and start with zero 

We need to add new text and call it ‘score’ then give it rules so that it displays how 

many bananas have been grabbed . 

 Select + top right. You should see Characters (sprites) to choose from,  pick 

Text and call it score. Drag it down to the bottom right of the screen. 

 Add a rule for this text. 

 Select, ‘When the play button is tapped’ or Project Started 

 Select Set Value, use < > until the Gorilla appears Tap 

on +New Value bottom left and when the text box 

comes up call it Bananas 

 Drag Bananas  into the set value box and then set to 0 

 

Increase the banana grabbing count 

Add another rule for the score text. 

 Select ‘ When’   ___ equals____ 

 Now select the Gorilla and Banana and to add to the 

when statement.  

 Select Values Increase values and you should see your Gorillas bananas values if 

not use < > until it appears. 

o Drag bananas into the increase value box and set to by 1 



 

Display the banana grabbed count 

Add another rule for the score text. 

 ‘when the play button is tapped’ or when project is started 

 Select Control Flow 

o Then Repeat forever 

 Select ‘Looks and sound’ or Appearance 

 Set Text select values and then select bananas and 

colour black. If you cannot see Gorillas bananas 

values use < > until it appears. 

 

Press play and see what happens. If you have been successful,the bananas should 

be moving randomly appearing across the grass and if the Gorillas which you can 

control hits a banana then the score should increase. 

 

Display Bananas on the screen next to the banana grabbed count. 

 Select + top right. Pick Text and call it ‘Bananas’,  drag it down to the bottom 

right of the screen by Score. 

 

Add a start up message. 

 Select + top right. Pick Text and type in ‘How many 

bananas can you collect ?’,  drag it to the middle  of the 

screen.  

 Set Position X 500 and Y 100 and add a rule to make it 

invisible after a period of time. 

 

Task 4 

Add a countdown timer 

First Modify the bananas appear rule 

 Tap the banana and select the existing rule 

for ‘when the play button is tapped’  

 Select Set Value, use <> if necessary to find 

the banana. Tap on +New Value bottom left 

and when the text box comes up call it 

Banana Loops 

 Select set value and set banana loops to 50 

 Change the repeat times to  banana loops  

 Select Increase value and set this to banana 

loops and to -1 

 

 



 

Add new text and give it rules so that it displays the countdown. 

 Select + top right. Pick Text and call it Time Value. Drag it down to the bottom 

right of the screen. 

 Add a rule for this text. 

 Select, ‘When the play button is tapped’ or Project 

Started 

 Set Text select values and then select banana loops and 

colour black 

 Select Control Flow Repeat forever 

 

Display ‘Timer’ on the screen next to 

Time Value. 

 Select + top right. Pick Text and 

call it ‘Timer’  drag it down to the 

bottom right of the screen by the 

‘Time Value’ text. 

 

 

 

 

Press play and see what happens.  

If you have been successful you will have a complete game.  

 The bananas should be moving randomly across the grass. 

 If the Gorilla hits a banana then the score should increase. 

 A countdown timer should be seen and when it reaches 0, the game should stop 

and the score can then be seen. 

 

 

Congratulation if you completed all of the tasks. 

What changes could you make?  

 Could you change the backgrond or the characters 

 What about the speed of the bananas travelling down towards the gorilla, 

this could make it easier or harder. 

 Could you change the size of the arrows that move the gorilla. 

 

Anything else?   Have Fun! 


